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Environmental Significance

Ice phase transitions in clouds over or near oceans may be triggered primarily by aerosol particles from oceanic emissions. While the specific
particles or phases triggering ice formation remain poorly understood, their low efficiencies for freezing water can lead to deep cloud
supercooling. Following the finding of long chain fatty acids as major components of some marine ice nucleating particles, this study explores
their ice nucleation efficiencies and mechanisms. Fatty acids induced freezing when micron-sized solid particles were exposed to pure water at
temperatures below -28°C, varying non-monotonically by chain length. Freezing most likely occurred via surface defects rather than as
monolayers. Studies to quantify the fatty acid size distribution in sea spray aerosols are needed to develop parameterizations from such work.
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Heterogeneous ice nucleation in the atmosphere regulates cloud properties, such as phase (ice versus liquid) and lifetime.
Aerosol particles of marine origin are relevant ice nucleating particle sources when marine aerosol layers are lifted over
mountainous terrain and in higher latitude ocean boundary layers, distant from terrestrial aerosol sources. Among many
particle compositions associated with ice nucleation by sea spray aerosols are highly saturated fatty acids. Previous studies
have not demonstrated their ability to freeze dilute water droplets. This study investigates ice nucleation by monolayers at
the surface of supercooled droplets and as crystalline particles at temperatures exceeding the threshold for homogeneous
freezing. Results show the poor efficiency of long chain fatty acid (C16, C18) monolayers in templating freezing of pure water
droplets and seawater subphase to temperatures of at least -30 C, consistent with theory. This contrasts with freezing of
fatty alcohols (C22 used here) at nearly 20 C warmer. Evaporation of L-sized droplets to promote structural compression
of a C19 acid monolayer did not favor warmer ice formation of drops. Heterogeneous ice nucleation occurred for nL-sized
droplets condensed on 5 to 100 m crystalline particles of fatty acid (C12 to C20) at a range of temperatures below -28 C.
These experiments suggest that fatty acids nucleate ice at warmer than -36 C only when the crystalline phase is present.
Rough estimates of ice active site densities are consistent with those of marine aerosols, but require knowledge of the
proportion of surface area comprised of fatty acids for application.

1 Introduction
Atmospheric ice nucleation plays a vital role in affecting the
radiative properties of clouds below 0 C and in triggering
precipitation formation in clouds that are located in colder
regions or extend to higher altitudes and lower temperatures.
These are termed mixed-phase clouds, due to the coexistence
of more deeply supercooled cloud droplets and
heterogeneously nucleated ice crystals1. A variety of aerosols of
natural and anthropogenic origin can be involved as
atmospheric ice nucleating particles (INPs), including mineral
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and soil dusts, combustion particles, microbes and sea spray
aerosol (SSA)2. SSA INPs are distinct from land-sourced
counterparts, especially in their limited emissions, which may
make them less important over the continental middle-latitude
regions of the Northern Hemisphere. However, they are of
special importance at high latitudes and especially over the
remote oceans of the Southern Hemisphere3-6. In that region,
their role in affecting anomalous cloud radiative properties in
global climate model simulations (due to not being specifically
differentiated) has been both proposed7 and supported by
regional cloud model simulations using laboratory data on SSA
INP properties8. Nearer to some coastal mid-latitude regions in
the Northern Hemisphere, INPs from oceans can importantly
affect cloud properties when meteorology and topography
combine to lead to the lifting of the marine boundary layer to
form mixed-phase clouds during the approach of winter storms.
For example, along the west coast regions of North America,
sub-tropical ocean moisture plumes referred to as
“atmospheric rivers” are lifted over mountain ranges to drive
heavy winter precipitation events that supply much of the
annual water resources to the region9. Direct impacts on
altering cloud and precipitation processes occur in these cases,
making it vitally important to understand the various sources of
INPs within marine aerosols10.
Amongst INPs produced as components of SSA, diatoms and
their exudates have been most commonly implicated as INP
sources4,11,12,13. This has led to attempts to specify their
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emissions in SSA through a one-to-one link between numbers
present per organic matter in the sea surface microlayer and
numbers expected per total predicted organic carbon mass
emitted. This simple association has been questioned on the
basis of laboratory mesocosm studies and atmospheric
measurements13,14. Laboratory studies instead indicate
multivariate SSA INP compositions that are largely not
specifically identified, but include dissolved and proteinaceous
organic matter12.
In the studies summarized by McCluskey et al.12, one
category of SSA INP compositions generated from separate
experiments in a plunging water tank and a wave-breaking
flume were particles of dominant compositions of long chain
hydrocarbons. In different mesocosms, as described below,
these long chain fatty acid-like particles could represent a range
from 15 to 75% of INPs active at around -30C. Assessment
could not be made of the contribution of these INP types at
warmer temperatures due to experimental limitations, as also
discussed below. We elaborate on these prior studies here
because they essentially motivate the present set of more
fundamental experiments on single compositions of particles.
The studies reported by McCluskey et al.12 utilized real-time
collection of INPs onto substrates after their activation to ice
crystals in a continuous flow ice-thermal diffusion chamber. The
INP composition of the dry residual particles remaining after
evaporation of ice crystals were analyzed using micro-Raman
spectroscopy, with reference spectra used for determining
proportions of different types. INP spectra akin to a saturated
fatty acid with composition of C16 (palmitic acid) were found
for particles in the 1 m size range in both experiments for
activation conditions at -30.5 C12. Measurements in the same
laboratory mesocosm studies have indicated the presence of
surface active C8 to C24 fatty acids produced in SSA, with
palmitic acid and stearic acid (C18) comprising approximately
two-thirds of the total ion signal of all tentatively identified
saturated fatty acids15. Long chain hydrocarbon INP
compositions were most dominant (75% of INPs) during the
death phase of a phytoplankton bloom induced in the plunging
water tank experiments using wintertime ocean water collected
at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography pier, for which Chl a
concentration reached 40 g L-1 12. This Chl a value is higher than
commonly found in open oceans. For the lower Chl a (<5 g L-1)
bloom induced in the wave-breaking flume of the Center for
Aerosol Impacts on Chemistry of the Environment 16, INPs
dominated by apparent long chain fatty acid compositions
accounted for ~10-15% of total INP numbers released in SSA
that were active via immersion freezing nucleation at near -30
C12. The role of saturated fatty acids at warmer cloud
temperatures could not be assessed due to limitations on
collecting a sufficient number of INPs for spectroscopic analysis,
given the low number concentrations of INPs active7. These
results indicating that fatty acids were associated with ice
nucleation were somewhat surprising due to few previous
reports of the ability of such organic compounds to stimulate
ice nucleation11,17. Due to the surface-active nature of these
compounds, ice nucleation could be imagined to be stimulated
by monolayers on highly supercooled droplets, whereas the

sizes and the high relative mass of particles found in the studies
of McCluskey et al.12 also merit consideration that these
particles might nucleate ice as a crystalline phase when SSA
takes up water in cold clouds.
It is necessary in this discussion to point out that we believe
this class of INPs in SSA is distinct from the highly efficient ice
nucleation entities found in the sea surface microlayer4,5.
Although we cannot prove this point, it extends from two facts.
First, the ice nucleating entities in these microlayer studies were
active at small unit sizes, between 20 and 200 nm. Additionally,
fatty acids would not be expected to be destroyed by thermal
treatments to 100C. Heat lability was a specific feature of the
microlayer ice nucleation entities reported by Wilson et al. 4 and
Irish et al.5. Heat lability and small INP sizes also characterize the
majority of ice nucleating entities found in river waters18,19,
which are thought to be of cell-free, fungal origin (i.e.,
macromolecules, such as proteins18). The possibility of fatty acid
contributions to INP emissions from river regions has not been
noted or yet explored.
No previous studies examining the ice nucleation behavior
of crystalline carboxylic acids have been conducted, to our
knowledge, except for the initial results on C16 from the set of
experiments reported herein that were included in the recent
study of Qiu et al.20. Ice nucleation investigations of monolayers
of carboxylic acids date to the time of first studies of the ice
nucleation propensity of alcohol monolayers 21-23. It is by
analogy to the templating action of alcohol monolayers that
freezing of carboxylic acid monolayers is also imagined to occur,
albeit with much lower efficiency. This has been investigated
theoretically and via some first experiments by Qiu et al. 20.
Freezing points by carboxylic acid monolayers in previous
studies by Gavish et al.17 and Popovitz-Biro et al.18, 19 were
reported as controls on factors other than a difference in
structural match that affected freezing by homologous alcohol
monolayers. These freezing points fell at a temperature just a
few degrees warmer (at ~ -17 C) than the freezing temperature
of pure millimeter-sized (10 to 40 l) water droplets on the
hydrophobic surface of a cooled plate (-20 C), and 18 C
warmer than the droplet homogeneous freezing temperature,
with no dependence on C chain length. We might hypothesize
that a source of insoluble contamination in the earlier studies
was not identified, possibly coming from the chloroform used
for monolayer spreading or the acid reagent itself. Alternately,
some other aspect of the experimental design favored freezing
at a condition a few degrees warmer than water droplets of the
same basic purity. Average values for freezing temperatures of
C16 (palmitic acid) monolayers on nanoliter droplets (see
Section 2.1.1) were reported in Qiu et al.20. Freezing occurred
at much lower temperatures and in better agreement with their
predicted master freezing curve that has its basis in the lattice
mismatch of the organic surfaces with ice. Supporting this are
the results of Knopf and Forrester11, who examined the freezing
of nonadecanoic acid (C19) on water droplets in similar
experiments, but using much smaller droplet sizes that cooled
in a relatively pure state to as low as -29 C before freezing.
There was also no discernable influence on freezing of purified
water droplets at these temperatures by C19 monolayers 11,
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consistent with predictions from Qiu et al. 20. Furthermore,
Knopf and Forreseter11 showed that the equilibrium spreading
pressure is much lower on nonadecanoic acid than on the
equivalent alcohol, nonadecanol, with the consequence that
nonadecanoic acid monolayers exist in an expanded state at
typical droplet surface pressures. Consistently lower spreading
pressures for long chain fatty acids than alcohols have been
reported elsewhere24. Only when the subphase (below the
surface monolayer) of drops is controlled to have higher salt
(NaCl) concentrations does the equilibrium spreading pressure
increase into the realm of a condensed phase monolayer
structure11. Although ice nucleation was observed to occur for
these latter conditions11, freezing temperatures were still lower
than for “pure” water due to the freezing point depression of
the added salt.
One can imagine a similar situation for other long chain
acids in this series besides C19. Lin et al.25 examined the
structures of palmitic acid monolayers via molecular dynamics
simulations with atomistic force fields. Although the head
groups of C16 monolayers could take on hexagonal structures
that begin to mimic those of ice, this occurs only at higher
surface pressures, pressures that would not be expected under
equilibrium conditions for pure water droplets. Again, higher
surface pressures leading to less expanded structures might
occur for more concentrated solutions, or perhaps under
metastable conditions occurring during processes such as
droplet evaporation. That is, during evaporation, the surface
area per molecule will be reduced26 and surface pressure could
be elevated above the typical equilibrium spreading pressure of
long chain fatty acids. If a condensed phase is promoted, a more
favorable structure for ice templating could occur. In this
regard, we may note that the highest ice concentrations found
in some tropical marine cumuli are in cloud regions where rapid
evaporation of pre-existing liquid water droplets is occurring 27,
and the existence of evaporation-freezing nuclei during
evaporation processes have been hypothesized, but never
proven28. While likely tied to secondary ice formation processes
(ice “multiplication”) known to occur in these clouds, it is useful
to consider and explore all mechanisms that might link freezing
to evaporation.
Nevertheless, any freezing scenario will be complicated by
the complex compositional interaction in real SSA. In contrast
to the pure surfactant films that are often studied,
environmental films are likely to exist with many different
surfactant components. The surfactants in these films are often
miscible, which generally results in different structural
organizations from those adopted for pure films, which
consequently affects the ice nucleation activity of these films.
Earlier studies support that when monolayer compositions are
mixed, there is always a degradation of freezing ability19. An
exception to this trend would be if phase separation of one of
the surfactants occurs, causing preservation of freezing ability.
Another important type of interaction to consider in real
systems is between soluble molecules, such as salts, and
surfactants. Surfactants with acid groups will often coordinate
with cations, changing their packing29. While the packing
conditions of the surfactant may become more favorable for

freezing, the presence of the salt at the interface between the
surfactant film and the water is expected to interfere with
creating a surface that is structurally matched to ice, disrupting
freezing.
In this study, we report on a range of experimental studies
extending those reported in Qiu et al.16, including studies of
potential freezing of supercooled cloud droplets via the
potential action of monolayers and crystalline particles of a
range of chain lengths of long chain carboxylic acids. For
monolayers, we also explore the roles of monolayer coverage,
pH, and the potential impact of evaporation on freezing. A fatty
alcohol is compared and contrasted as a positive control. The
specific relevance of fatty alcohols within SSA via marine lipid
sources is likely but unconfirmed. Fatty alcohols have been
reported in the sea surface microlayer30,31 and in marine
aerosols over remote regions via terrestrial sources that also
deposit particles to the ocean surface32,33. For studies of
crystalline phases in contact with water, we examine freezing
following condensation of small droplets onto substratedeposited particles, and onto single, freely-suspended fatty acid
particles.

2 Experimental
2.1 Freezing of drops as monolayers or in contact with crystalline
fatty acid particles
A range of experimental studies were performed to explore
freezing processes that could explain the association of long
chain fatty acids with ice nucleation in SSA mesocosm studies.
First, we used standardized procedures for placing bulk
amounts of fatty acid and alcohols as monolayers on liquid
droplets that are subsequently cooled toward freezing. We
focused these monolayer studies on C16 and C18 carboxylic
acids since these appeared as the most abundant in prior
mesocosm studies. For a positive control, docosanol (C22H46O),
previously identified as a very effective alcohol monolayer for
freezing21,23 was used. These experiments were practically
limited in detecting potential freezing by monolayers due to the
macroscopic size of droplets needed for reliably distributing
monolayer coverages. These microliter sizes in turn lead to a
limit of supercooling before contaminants in purified water
interrupt the experimental resolution of freezing by
monolayers. We draw upon three separate, albeit similar device
methods for these experiments in order to test consistency and
to extend measurements to the lowest temperature possible.
Nevertheless, most experiments are performed using only one
of the methods (droplet freezing technique, DFT for shorthand)
described below.
For C16 and C19 acids, we use a drop freezing device (ice
spectrometer, IS for shorthand) that best permits exploring the
role of evaporation on freezing of monolayers. These
experiments are done for pure water subphase and filtered and
diluted real SSA-containing droplets.
In order to extend studies to deeper supercooling than
possible in microliter drops, approaching the homogeneous
freezing temperature of pure water, we explore freezing of
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much smaller liquid drops condensed onto crystalline particle
surfaces (alcohols and acids) with the DFT instrument. These
latter experiments cover chain lengths from 12 to 20 for the
carboxylic acids.
These various experiments and the different devices used in
their conduct are described in this section.
2.1.1 University of British Columbia (UBC) droplet freezing
technique (DFT). The DFT is a cold-stage flow cell device for
observing ice nucleation for particles or droplets placed on a
substrate34,35. Following the procedure described by PopovitzBiro et al.23, ten to thirty 0.3-5 µL (800 to 2100 µm diameter)
water droplets were pipetted onto a hydrophobic glass
substrates (Hampton Research, Aliso Viejo, CA, USA) and then
amended to add monolayers. Surfactants were added to the
droplet using a CHCl3 spreading solvent. In each experiment
surfactant was not added to 2-3 droplets to act as an internal
standard (CHCl3 was added). After allowing for evaporation of
the CHCl3, alcohol or carboxylic acid surfactant concentration
was calculated to estimate monolayer coverage in
consideration of the exposed drop surface area on the
substrates. Specifically, monolayer coverage was calculated in
all cases by assuming 21 A°2 per molecule and a hemispheric
drop. The droplets were then placed in a temperature and
humidity controlled flow cell coupled to an optical
microscope20,34. The sample was cooled at a rate of 5 C min-1
until all droplets were frozen, as monitored by a video system.
Based on a calculated characteristic time for thermal diffusion
in water, the temperature at the center of the droplet will differ
by less than 1 C from the temperature at the surface of the
droplet using this cooling rate for 5 L droplets. As additional
variables in the experiments, partial and super-monolayer
coverages and the role of droplet pH were investigated. Both
ultrapure water and seawater were used as the subphase for
droplets in different experiments. Operational temperature
range for the size droplets used in these studies was 0 to -27 C.
The DFT instrument was also used for crystalline phase
freezing studies via first depositing particles onto the
hydrophobic glass substrates. Smaller droplets were formed on
these particles via condensation, permitting studies to much
lower freezing temperature, close to homogeneous freezing
conditions for pure water droplets. Deposition of dry carboxylic
acid particles was achieved by atomizing wet particles onto
glass slides under clean conditions, and then drying the
particles. Once crystalline particles were deposited (Electronic
Supplemental Information, Fig. S1), the sample was placed in
the flow cell, and the water vapor pressure was adjusted to lead
to condensation on the slide during cooling to near 0 C. This
led to the formation of 0.1 to 0.4 nL water droplets (60 to 90 m
diameter), whose freezing (presumably homogeneously) could
be detected only at temperatures from -35 C (10% frozen)
to -36.5 C (50% frozen). These droplets encapsulated from a
few to a few tens of particles. Cooling at 5 C min-1 ensued
following droplet formation, just as for the monolayer studies,
and freezing of drops in contact with particles was monitored.
It was expected that monolayers might also have formed on the
droplet surfaces in this case, given the particle masses involved
and the ability of a monolayer to form on an aqueous solution

in contact with a crystal. We note that in Qiu et al.20, this
manner of experiment was interpreted as a monolayer freezing
result for reporting a freezing condition of palmitic acid
monolayers. Herein we compare and contrast the different flow
cell experiments for a range of chain lengths. Additional
comparison was provided by other ice nucleation
instruments/experiments, as described below.
2.1.2 Colorado State University (CSU) ice spectrometer (IS). Droplet
monolayer freezing studies were also conducted with the CSU IS36,37.
This instrument is usually operated using liquid aliquots, but for all
present studies liquid droplets were placed on rectangular siliconized
glass cover slides placed in thermal contact with the cooled
aluminium blocks. For one set of experiments, 5 µL droplets of
deionized water (18 MΩ, 0.2 µm filtered) were placed on each of four
siliconized glass cover slides (22 × 22 mm, Hampton Research). Cover
slides were placed on top of 1 mm thick glass slides that were
attached to the face of the aluminium blocks, using thermal grease
(Arctic Silver 5, Arctic Silver Inc.). To ten of these droplets, 0.5 µL of
50 mM palmitic acid (Sigma) dissolved in CHCl3 (HPLC grade) was
added and allowed to evaporate for 1 min to induce a thick
multilayer coating. To the remaining 10 droplets, 0.5 µL of CHCl3 was
added. A microplate lid (Nunc) with holes cut in the sides and rear
for ventilation was then placed over the coverslips, and HEPA-filtered
N2 was supplied to prevent condensation within the sealed IS region.
Cooling rate was -0.33 C min-1 Droplet freezing was assessed by
visual inspection and imaging.
For studies of potential freezing during evaporation, 1 L
droplets were pipetted onto multiple 22 mm x 22 mm siliconized
cover slides (each attached to the block using several microliters of
66% glycerol in deionized water) and monolayers (0.25 µL of 0.25
mM acid, equating to two monolayers) were placed in the same
manner as above. Varied array numbers (54 to 192 droplets), subphases (pure DI water, pure DI with NaCl added at 0.012% for
concentration equivalency to a 1 m cubic crystal dissolved into of a
25 m supercooled cumulus cloud droplet, and collected SSA at a
concentration equivalent again to a dilute cloud droplet), two fatty
acids as monolayers (palmitic and nonadecanoic), and temperatures
from -19 to -23 C were employed. The SSA sample was collected
during experiments in a marine aerosol reference tank during
January 201412. On the day of SSA collection, 326 L of SSA containing
5.6 mg m-3 aerosol by mass had been filtered through a 0.2 µm
Nuclepore polycarbonate filter (Whatman), which was then resuspended in 5 mL deionized water to produce a 0.36 g L -1 SSA
solution (~100-fold dilution of seawater, and 6 mM NaCl). This
suspension was stored frozen until use in these experiments. The
temperature range was chosen to be several degrees warmer than
the lower instrument limit of -28 C in order to limit freezing of
negative controls and due to an expectation that if evaporation
induced monolayer structural changes, these should make a large
difference in the freezing temperature. Flow of N2 was continued the
droplets became invisible to the eye, and only the monolayer residue
could be seen if the droplet did not freeze first.
2.1.3 CRAFT (Cryogenic Refrigerator Applied to Freezing Test). The
CRAFT device is a cold plate device onto which a 7-by-7 array of
droplets of 5 μL volume are pipetted in an ultraclean chamber onto
an aluminum surface coated with a thin layer of white petrolatum 38.
The temperature of the plate is lowered at a rate of 1 C min-1,
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measured with an uncertainty of ± 0.2 C. Freezing events are
monitored by video to determine the number fractions of droplets
frozen and unfrozen, recorded at 0.5°C intervals. CRAFT can assess
the freezing of pure water drops to close to the homogeneous
freezing limit. Procedures for applying monolayers were the same as
for other methods. Due to the possibility of contamination from the
CHCl3 or etching of the petrolatum layer, measurements are
referenced to pure droplets with only CHCl3 added. Binomial
confidence intervals (95%) were determined, as for the IS data, to
establish uncertainties.
2.2 Single particle ice nucleation studies
A continuous flow diffusion chamber (CFDC)39 was used to examine
freezing by freely-flowing (in air), pure palmitic acid particles in a
limited set of experiments. The CFDC focuses particles into a central
lamina, and ice-coated (cylindrical) wall temperatures are controlled
to establish temperature and water relative humidity (RHw)
conditions for the central aerosol particle lamina that is surrounded
by particle-free sheath air. Setting relative humidity conditions to
create water supersaturation (SSw = RHw-100%), promotes
condensation to liquid droplets to a few m in diameter. Residence
time for freezing is ~5 seconds. Wall temperatures are adjusted in
the outlet region of the device to promote evaporation of water
droplets and wet aerosols, but ice particles continue to grow, and are
counted optically at distinctly larger sizes (>4 m) than other
particles. At a certain value of SSw, liquid (unfrozen) droplets
activated on aerosol particles grow large enough to survive through
the evaporation zone, and this “water breakthrough” condition can
be used to determine the total particle concentrations within the
lamina32. CFDC measurement uncertainties vary with processing
conditions, and are typically ±0.5 C and 2.4% water relative humidity
at -30 °C39, the temperature where measurements were focused for
this study. We follow Schill et al.40 for correcting sample
concentrations for instrumental background (frost) and for defining
confidence intervals for CFDC data.
Pure palmitic acid particles were aerosolized from a 0.25 mM
solution of palmitic acid (PA) in methanol using a simple nebulizer.
The aerosol generated by the nebulizer was not expected to
resemble the bubble breaking mechanism associated with sea spray,
and morphologically we could not know if the acid particle mimicked
those generated in the reference tank experiments. Particles were
size-selected at 100 nm using a differential mobility analyzer (Model
3081, TSI Inc.; sheath flow: 5 L min−1, sample flow: 1 L min−1). This
size was selected primarily to optimize number densities for these
studies. These particles were added to N2 flow and then counted
using a condensation particle counter (CPC, TSI Model 3010, flow
rate = 0.7 L min−1), measured for chemical composition using an
Aerodyne Research (Billerica, MA) aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS;
flow rate = 3.0 L min−1), and assessed for ice nucleation using the
CFDC, (flow rate = 1.2 L min−1). Total PA particle concentrations were
1000 cm-3, and the AMS confirmed the particles contained palmitic
acid, with unique mass to charge ratios (m/z) determined as m/z =
256, m/z = 129, and m/z = 213 (Electronic Supplemental Information,
Fig. S2). Particles are further dried in diffusion dryers prior to entry
to the CFDC.

The phase state of particles after entry to the CFDC cannot be
known for certain. Fitting water solubility with a second order
polynomial and extrapolating to -30 C suggests that only 5 picoliters
of water are needed to dissolve the PA particles at this temperature.
For the SSw conditions used in the CFDC for this study, we calculate a
minimum droplet diameter activated and grown in the CFDC of 3
m39, giving a droplet volume of ~15 picoliters. Thus, while the
kinetics of dissolution cannot be resolved in the instrument, the
equilibrium condition would be one of PA distributed to the droplet
surface in an amount very close to a single monolayer within the
growth region of the CFDC (1.05x106 molecules per 3 m droplet,
while a monolayer requires ~1.41x106 molecules), transitioning to a
multilayer coverage situation during evaporation. Thus, while we
might assume that the CFDC experiments examine the occurrence of
monolayer freezing at -30 C, the timescale of the experiments is
such that dissolution may not occur by the point of ice nucleation.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Monolayer freezing study results
Figure 1 shows 50% freezing condition results of all studies using
the DFT, IS, and CRAFT instruments for which monolayers were
placed using solutions in CHCl3. Most data are from the primary
DFT experiments. Data are shown for docosanol, palmitic acid
and stearic acid monolayers, as well as for the subphase only,
whether pure water or seawater. Note that the subphase
freezing temperature conditions shown are not the
homogeneous freezing temperatures, but reflect the freezing
nuclei content of purified water or filtered seawater and of the
particular instrumental system (and surfaces) for assessing the
freezing of droplets up to 5 L volume. The IS and DFT
instruments have similar lower temperature limits for 5 L
droplets, but the CRAFT system was able to cool pure water
droplets a few C colder. Both 0.5 and 1.6 monolayers of
docosanol were found to give freezing at temperatures
significantly warmer in the DFT than for pure water droplets,
and suggest that the methods were appropriate for placing
monolayers. The lower freezing temperature of the 0.5
monolayer drops is consistent with the impact of submonolayer coverage on freezing found in prior studies 21. The
experiment for calculated super-monolayer coverage (1.6
monolayers) is the same as discussed by Qiu et al. 20. The
freezing point of docosanol in this case is about 5 C colder than
reported in some other studies21,22, which may be partly
explained by the use of droplets up to 10 times smaller in
volume herein. Both 0.5 and 1.6 docosanol monolayer
experiments also showed increased freezing temperature in
second-freeze cycles, an expected behavior reflecting ice preactivation of monolayer structures, as also reported in past
studies41,42. These results give confidence to the subsequent
measurements of acid monolayers.
In contrast to the alcohol, the differences in freezing
temperature between coated and uncoated droplets using the
long chain fatty acids as the surfactant were less than the
uncertainty in the measurements in almost all cases (Fisher’s
exact test). In fact, the CRAFT system indicated no difference in
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freezing C18 acids to as low as -30.7 C. More experiments with
larger monolayer coatings were also done with CRAFT, but the
results are not shown because there was no change at all in
freezing points. Previous results for nonadecanoic acid using a
measurement system quite similar to the DFT (with 2 l
droplets) are included in Fig. 111. These are fully consistent with
our results in showing no freezing impact of long chain fatty acid
monolayers to temperatures of at least -30C. In some DFT
experiments, droplet pH was lowered for stearic acid to assure
that no deprotonation of functional groups was occurring, since
this could change the packing density of the monolayer. This
step was simply a precaution, since the pKa of stearic acid in a
monolayer has been measured at 10.15 43. Freezing points
remained essentially equal to the pure phase in the more acidic
droplets, and systematic pH variations were not further
explored.

Figure 1. Temperature at which 50% of 0.3 to 5 L droplets
were observed to freeze, plus or minus 95% confidence
intervals, when uncoated (subphase) or coated with
monolayers (number of monolayers listed in parentheses). New
results are shown primarily from the DFT device, except where
specially noted for the CRAFT and IS. Docosanol was used as a
positive control for subsequent experiments with palmitic acid,
and stearic acid. The droplet subphase was pure water, except
where seawater is noted. pH was adjusted in some stearic acid
experiments. Results for nonadecanoic acid are as reported by
Knopf and Forrester11, listed as KF2011 here. Results for
docosanol (1.6) were reported previously by Qiu et al.20.
3.2 Freezing of monolayer-coated droplets during evaporation
Experiments to explore evaporation-induced freezing of monolayercoated droplets in the IS showed no positive response in any of the
iterations performed. At approximately -19 C, the diluted SSA
sample without the monolayer recorded a single drop freezing event
from 72 droplets without C16 added and no freezing droplets in an
array of 54 with a C16 monolayer added, both observed over a 3.5hour period. Results for a 192-droplet array of diluted NaClcontaining droplets coated with a C19 monolayer and held at -23 C
are shown in Electronic Supplemental Information, Fig. S3. No
enhanced freezing compared to the control droplet array was

observed over the course of that 4-hour experiment. While we
cannot rule out that evaporation might restructure monolayers
toward a configuration that favors freezing under some set of
conditions, the results demonstrate that such an effect is not easily
stimulated even at a few degrees warmer than monolayers were not
otherwise observed to freeze. In at least one case, the subphase was
as ionically complex as could be expected in the ambient marine
atmosphere (diluted SSA sample tested).

Figure 2. The average freezing temperature and 95% confidence
interval at which 10% (panel a) and 50% (panel b) of droplets
containing or in contact with particles of the specified carboxylic acid
of given chain length number froze. Also included is the average
freezing temperature (dashed line) and 95% confidence interval
(shaded region) of ultrapure water droplets. Results for 50% freezing
of drops on C16 were used previously as the basis for the warmest
freezing temperature of monolayers by Qiu et al.20.
3.3 Results for freezing of crystalline fatty acids
In contrast to the monolayer studies of 0.3 to 5 L droplets, freezing
was reliably detected in many of the DFT experiments using solid
particles, for which the freezing temperature could be lowered
further toward homogeneous freezing conditions due to condensing
much smaller droplets in contact with the particles. Figure 2 shows
the 10% and 50% frozen percentages of nL droplets freezing for C12
to C20 straight-chain carboxylic acids and C16-C18 straight-chain
alcohols. These document an approximately 1 to 2 C decrease in
temperature when frozen percentage increases from 10 to 50% for
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the alcohols. All of these have 50% freezing temperatures
between -12.8 and -14.1 C, comparable to values previously
reported for monolayers21,23. The fatty acids all have 10% freezing
temperatures significantly warmer than the water blanks. No
monotonic chain length relation is noted. Instead, stearic acid (C18)
and nonadecanoic acid (C19) stand out a significantly more efficient
for heterogeneous ice nucleation. This same pattern is repeated for
the 50% freezing temperatures, with C18 and C19 acids freezing
warmest, at approximately -33.7 C and -30.6 C, respectively. At this
freezing condition, C14 and C20 acids are indistinguishable from the
water blank. Transition from 10 to 50% freezing conditions occurred
with about a 4 C decrease in temperature for most of the fatty acids,
but was only 1.8 C for C19.
There are two possibilities for explaining the fact that freezing
was observed for crystalline phase particles and not for monolayers.
Because all 10% and 50% freezing temperatures in Fig. 2 are lower
than any of the conditions achieved for monolayer experiments, and
because monolayers would be expected to occur in the nL
experiments via spreading of the surfactant on the water droplets
during the few minutes of cooling in the DFT, it is reasonable to
consider that these experiments were able to achieve the freezing
conditions for monolayers20. However, we have no explanation for
why C18 and especially C19 would be favoured for monolayer
freezing. The expectation based on theoretical considerations is that
the freezing efficiency would monotonically increase over chain
length in the range covered20. Alternately, it is also possible that the
larger crystalline particles contain defects or active sites capable of
initiating heterogeneous freezing. This is unexpected on the basis of
templating considerations discussed by Qiu et al.20. Reasons why
carboxylic acids might freeze in this manner, and why C19 might be
most favoured for such, remain for future research consideration.
3.4 CFDC measurements of palmitic acid freezing
Insight into the mechanism for freezing was sought through the
experiments generating a continuous flow of 100 nm pure palmitic
acid particles for sampling by the CFDC instrument. An experimental
timeline is shown in Fig. S4. Particles were initially processed at
relatively high water supersaturation (SSw~8%) to promote complete
condensation of water onto particles to form cloud droplets prior to
any subsequent freezing. The processing temperature was -30.5±0.5
C in order to be equivalent to the studies of McCluskey et al. for
which fatty acid particles were detected as residuals of ice nucleating
particles12. A period of PA sampling was bookended by two periods
to establish instrument background. The SSw of particle exposure was
then raised above 15% to cause liquid droplets to be detected
surviving through the evaporation section of the CFDC in order to
validate that the concentration of total particles within the
instrument was equal to the number measured upstream (i.e., no
measurable particle losses occurred). Freezing of a small fraction of
PA particles was inferred, albeit not at a level of significance above
background. INP concentrations were 0.92±0.98 L-1 from a sampled
concentration of 1000 cm-3. Hence, the maximum fraction freezing
was 1 in 106 particles. This may be compared to 20 in 106 total
particles freezing when sampling SSA in the seawater mesocosm
from which PA-like particles were detected as ice crystal residual
nuclei12 (see Fig. S5).

As discussed in Section 2, the phase state of the particles in the
current experiments could not be verified. Even though dissolution
and formation of a monolayer was possible, we do not know if
sufficient time was available in the CFDC growth region for this to
occur. Partial dissolution would mean that the experiments were
examining freezing by solid particles, albeit of surface area up to 100
times smaller than the fatty acid particles detected by McCluskey et
al.12 as residuals of nucleated ice crystals. This could also explain the
lower apparent freezing efficiency (see next section).
Although one might wish to conduct further experiments with
larger PA particles that would assuredly remain largely nondissolved, to be more equivalent to the mesocosm observations, a
key point is that these experiments support a requirement that a
substantial mass of particulate fatty acids must be present in larger
SSA particles in order for these to be associated at all with freezing
at temperatures up to several degrees warmer than the
homogeneous freezing limit.
3.5 Fatty acids and freezing of sea spray aerosols
We briefly consider here the implications of results for freezing of
SSA due to their content of fatty acids. The C16, and C18 results are
most relevant in this regard based on their relative abundance in
SSA14, while the more active C19 is not relevant. Any such discussion
of implications is of course somewhat speculative due to the lack of
needed quantitative information on representative numbers of
natural SSA containing fatty acids, and their mass or surface area
distribution. If the freezing data on crystalline fatty acids is
interpreted to represent monolayer freezing, then the master
freezing curve approach of Qiu et al.20 could be used to develop a
freezing rate parameterization for atmospheric models. A rapid
freezing process would be expected ensue in proximity to the
homogeneous freezing temperature for all cloud droplets formed on
SSA particles and containing sufficient mass of carboxylic acids.
Based on the experimental observations, freezing rates would
decrease an order of magnitude per 4 to 5 C.
If we presume that the CFDC and DFT measurements represent
heterogeneous freezing of features on the crystalline particle
surfaces, we may calculate the freezing number per surface area in
experiments, to estimate the active site density36 (referred to as ns,
with unit cm-2). This parameter is derived under approximating
freezing as a deterministic process. If we assume spherical particles,
a geometric ns,geo value of 3183 cm-2 is determined from the CFDC
measurements on 100 nm palmitic acid particles at -30.5 C
(assuming little dissolution). As for INP number in that experiment,
there is no statistical significance to this determination. In the
plunging water mesocosm experiment of McCluskey et al.12, long
chain fatty acids were present as a major component of ~18% of
particles in the submicron diameter range. Using this as a maximum
estimate for the ratio of total SSA surface area to associate with the
measured INP number concentrations (see Fig. S5 for these values)
attributed to fatty acids, we infer a minimum ns,geo of 8961 cm-2
at -30.5 C. These values may be compared to a value of 4558 cm-2
calculated from a parameterization developed for marine aerosols
on the basis of atmospheric measurements14. Finally, we may
estimate the geometric surface area of stearic acid in the DFT
experiment shown in Fig. S4. Poor knowledge of their three-
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dimensional structure provides the largest uncertainty, which could
be up to an order of magnitude. As a crude approximation for these
non-spherical particles, we assume a total exposed surface areas of
half of their circumscribed spherical diameters. Since these
calculations are demonstrative only, we ignore summing freezing
events by particle size, but instead use the total estimated surface
area of 1.6 x 10-3 cm2 covered by all drops in the field of view for
estimating ns,geo. Values of 1241 cm-2 and 6206 cm-2 are determined
for C18 at -29.7 and -33.7 C, respectively. These values compare to
values of 2643 cm-2 and 26073 cm-2 predicted by the McCluskey et
al.14 parameterization for marine INPs. These estimates suggest a
significant contribution by fatty acids at these temperatures that
would be in proportion to the ratio of the fatty acid to total particle
surface area. Again, this latter information is not known. Finally, we
may note that the frozen fraction change per temperature in our
studies (~1 order of magnitude per 4 to 5 C) is similar to that found
for natural marine aerosols14, suggesting that it is at least possible
that fatty acids could contribute in some proportion as SSA INPs not
only at the lower temperatures investigated in this study, but at
other mixed-phase cloud temperatures.

mechanism at play, it is also possible that the 100 nm particles
remained only partially dissolved in the CFDC studies. Thus,
while the results herein appear to most strongly support
nucleation by some characteristic of non-dissolved fatty acid
surfaces, unlikely based on bulk structure 20, the inability to
resolve the explicit mechanism does not minimize the
overarching result that the freezing ability of these types of
substances within SSA is likely, at least under deep supercooling
in clouds. The calculation of active site density parameters on
the assumption of freezing by solid fatty acid surfaces that are
of the same order as those measured for marine INPs confirms
their potential role in freezing at below about -30 C. The
temperature dependence of freezing in the DFT experiments of
solid fatty acids suggests a process that may contribute SSA INPs
over an even broader temperature range of mixed-phase
clouds.
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4 Conclusions
Experiments were performed to seek to explain the observation
from laboratory mesocosm experiments that long chain fatty
acid particles within SSA particles participate in ice nucleation
at temperatures at near and below -30 C, as summarized in
Electronic Supplemental Information (Table S1). Confirmation
was obtained from a series of experiments in which larger
(supermicron to 100 m) solid particles of straight chain
carboxylic acids (C12-C20) were made to be in contact with pure
water droplets of 60 to 90 m average diameters. Stearic and
nonadecanoic acid were the most efficient at freezing drops.
That this occurs for one of the most abundant such acids found
in SSA (C18) validates the relevance of such particles for freezing
in the mixed-phase cloud regime. The mechanism for freezing
could not be confirmed, but appears to be heterogeneous
nucleation induced by properties of the crystalline surfaces,
since no experiments clearly validated freezing of monolayers
as the primary mechanism. Specifically placing monolayers on
mm-sized drops did not lead to a distinct difference in the
freezing temperature in comparison to pure droplets or
droplets of seawater. This process was tested in three different
devices capable of studies to a limit of about -30.7 C prior to
50% freezing. Unfortunately, none of these experiments could
achieve a detection temperature as low as observed for the
same long chain fatty acids in the crystalline particle
experiments. An attempt to freeze pure palmitic acid particles
without a substrate, within the CFDC instrument, showed an
extremely low fraction freezing, amounting to 1 in a million
particles, one hundred times less efficient than observed for
long chain acid-like particles in mesocosm studies at -30.5 C
and far lower than the 10% freezing fraction observed for nL
droplets in contact with crystalline palmitic acid. While this
experiment was conducted for activated droplet sizes that
should have resulted in monolayer coverages, thus supporting
that freezing by the crystalline surface is the primary
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